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Kinetica Double Cylinders 

Stocked Keyed Alike Cylinders

Restricted Keyway Available  

Overall Size Split (X-10-X) Split (X/X) Brass Code Nickel Code Satin Nickel Code
70mm  30-10-30 35/35 KIN30/30BAS KIN30/30CAS KIN30/30NAS
80mm 35-10-35  40/40 KIN35/35BAS KIN35/35CAS KIN35/35NAS
95mm 40-10-45 45/50 KIN40EX/45BAS KIN40EX/45CAS –
95mm 45-10-40 50/45 KIN45EX/40BAS KIN45EX/40CAS –
100mm 40-10-50 45/55 KIN40EX/50BAS KIN40EX/50CAS –
100mm 45-10-45 50/50 KIN45/45BAS KIN45/45CAS –
100mm 50-10-40 55/45 KIN50EX/40BAS KIN50EX/40CAS –

Overall Size Split (X-10-X) Split (X/X) Brass Code Nickel Code Satin Nickel Code
70mm  30-10-30 35/35 KIN30/30BASKAP KIN30/30CASKAP KIN30/30NASKAP
80mm 35-10-35 40/40 KIN35/35BASKAP KIN35/35CASKAP KIN35/35NASKAP
95mm 40-10-45 45/50 KIN40EX/45BASKAP KIN40EX/45CASKAP –
95mm 45-10-40 50/45 KIN45EX/40BASKAP KIN45EX/40CASKAP –
100mm 40-10-50 45/55 KIN40EX/50BASKAP KIN40EX/50CASKAP –
100mm 45-10-45 50/50 KIN45/45BASKAP KIN45/45CASKAP –
100mm 50-10-40 55/45 KIN50EX/40BASKAP KIN50EX/40CASKAP –

Plug Size Brass Code Nickel Code
30mm ZL30-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS ZL30-RESTRICTEDPLUG-NICKEL
35mm ZL35-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS ZL35-RESTRICTEDPLUG-NICKEL
40mm ZL40-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS ZL40-RESTRICTEDPLUG-NICKEL
45mm ZL45-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS ZL45-RESTRICTEDPLUG-NICKEL

We have a range of cylinders that we stock in keyed alike in pairs on the shelf. Each pair 
are the same size and finish, and have been keyed alike together to work with the same key.

External side is on the ‘EX’ side of the code  

You have the option to have a restricted keyway on the cylinder. This comes with a square key, 
and makes the cylinder more secure as the blank is only available from selected companies.

£5,000 
Guarantee

See reverse
for details



3* Kinetica Cylinder Powered by Fullex
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UAP and Fullex have joined forces to launch our very own 3* Kitemarked Cylinder – Kinetica. 
The 3* cylinder market has been growing over the last 12 months or so with fabricators understanding the consumer 

need for greater door security without having to upgrade handles or add extra security devices. UAP and Fullex 
worked together to try and develop the best value for money 3* cylinder on the market.

Part of the UAP Cylinder £5,000 Guarantee Scheme

The UAP cylinder guarantee scheme gives you and your customers 
the guarantee that if they get broken and your customer’s insurance 
company will not pay out, UAP will pay up to £5,000 to cover the 
costs of the stolen goods!

The cylinder comes with a key fob which includes a serial number. 
Customers can register the cylinder on our website to activate their 
guarantee. What’s more, customers will also have access to ‘My Keys.’ 
This allows the customer to keep a record of their key number and an 
image, so if they ever lost all of their keys, they can log in to the website 
and simply take the key number and image to a key cutter to get cut. 
This will save them the expense of having to replace their cylinder!

Watch ‘How to use’ video for more information:
https://youtu.be/InE6RKqeWxk

Having difficulties operating your lock?Our troubleshooting page will help you diagnose 
any potential issues you may be having and tell you how to resolve them. 

www.uapcorporate.com/troubleshooting/

ANTI SNAP
Patent applied for anti tilt mechanism. In 
normal anti snap cylinders once a cylinder is 
snapped at the outside end, the inner section 
is heavier and will tilt allowing the burglar a 
small gap to gain access to the bolt. But the 
Fullex anti tilt ring stops this happening.

ANTI BUMP
The cylinder has a unique and 
patented anti-bump system 
which does not use trap pins. 
This system makes the turning 
of thcylinder key extra smooth.

ANTI DRILL
7 x hardened steel anti-drill 
pins are in each side of the 
cylinder. Plus all moving pins 
are nickel plated hardened 
steel 50 HRC minimum.

ANTI PICK
Minimum of 3 anti-pick pins 
in each side of the cylinder 
makes it extremely difficult 
for a common burglar to 
pick the cylinder.

Over 800,000 different 
key combinations!

Unrestricted keyway — easier 
for customers to get keys cut

Full keyed alike 
and mastersuite 
services available

Uniquely, it can 
be keyed alike 
to UAP+ 1* 
Cylinders and 
UAP 6 pin Rim 
Cylinders!

Supplied 
with 5 keys

Has 6 pins

or vist Troubleshooting at the UAP website:
www.uapcorporate.com/troubleshooting/

REGISTER YOUR EURO LOCK FOR FREE

www.uapcorporate.com/register

*Visit website for more details .
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